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points. The Chairman was an admirable selection.1
Profoundly interested in the economic progress of the
country, he produced a report distinguished by logic
and insight, and worthy of the study of his'fellow
countrymen. The public were genuinely surprised at
the variety and number of industries humbly prac-
tised in Egypt. But development had always been
checked by two factors: firstly, lack of capital, and
secondly, the reluctance of the worker to depart from
' the traditionary methods of his trade, Cronier and
Kitchener in turn had attempted to overcome the
latter defect. In populous centres technical schools
were now firmly established, and a special section of the
Ministry of Education wras supervising the instructionc
But no step had been taken to meet the first difficulty.
Provincial councils, who maintained the schools, could
not be expected also to provide the graduates with
capital, much less to finance entire industries, and no
Adviser, or Minister of Finance, had yet had the
courage to allocate from the revenues of the State
subventions for this purpose. That daring innovation
was left to the Chairman of the Commission to exe-
cute when later he became the Minister of Finance.
At more than one point in this history reference has
been made to the disabilities which the Capitulations
impose upon the Egyptian Government, Reforms,
highly desirable in the best interests of the country,
are blocked by the existence of arbitrary privilege, and
judicial and police abuses go unchecked. In humble
manner martial law, where it could do so, had striven
to redress the inequality between Egyptians and
foreigners ; but its action necessarily was limited to
the suspension of abuses which affected directly or
indirectly the health or the discipline of the troops,
and its existence was impermanent. When peace
succeeded war the Capitulations would reassert their
1 His Excellency Ismail Sidki Pasha, later Minister of Finance.
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